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Contra Guys: A large yield
makes Laurentian Bank
a stock to bet on
Despite a hit to its
profitability as of
late, share still has a
handsome dividend and
is ripe for a rebound
BENJ GALLANDER
BEN STADELMANN
OPINION
INSIDE THE MARKET

Co-editors of Contra the Heard
Investment Letter

A

las, truth be known, we are
getting older. It is hard to
believe that we met more
than 40 years ago at the University of Western Ontario. Key to our
investing “techniques” back then
in our teenage years was having
enough money to ante for the poker games in our residence of
Saugeen-Maitland Hall, along
with additional funds for our forays to Western Fair Raceway.
C’mon, ya lazy pony! Get the lead
out!
At this venerable stage of our
lives, while we still follow the
Contra methodology and focus
on turnarounds, attempting to
ensure a regular flow of income is
becoming front and centre. For
that reason, other stocks that
have an excellent chance to continue paying regular dividends
and might have a higher entry
point have grabbed a place in our
financial repertoire. This is not a
change in the Contra system, but
a supplement.
One that attracted us was Laurentian Bank (LB), which we
purchased between $37.76 and
$39.56. The fat yield of better

than 6.6 per cent attracted us, albeit that is slightly less now given
that the stock trades around $42.
We feel that the price could climb
back above $50, where we would
likely sell, still a distance below
the $60-plus that it reached in
2017.

If real estate drops
significantly, some
chatter is that LB will
be forced to reduce
the dividend.
The bank has taken a small hit
lately. Although still profitable to
the tune of $40.3-million this
past quarter, that was a big drop
from $59.7-million in the same
period last year.
This was also the third straight
quarter with an earnings miss.
Further tough sledding is anticipated as the bank plans to cut
about 10 per cent of its work
force, with associated payouts.
Estimates are that this will save
$15-million to $20-million annually. The objective is to raise
profitability closer to that of
peers by 2022.
Shorts, including the Big
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Markets summary
CANADIAN STOCKS

Canada’s main stock index closed higher along with U.S.
markets, led by gains in the tech sector.
The market gains came as the hit from heightened trade
tensions between the United States and China somewhat
eased, said Colin Cieszynski, chief market strategist at SIA
Wealth Management.
The S&P/TSX composite index ended up 33.61 points, at
16,318.14, led by a 1.62-per-cent gain in the information technology index.
The health-care sector rose 1.1 per cent as Hexo and Aurora Cannabis jumped 5.2 per cent and 3.1 per cent, respectively.

Short’s superstar Steve Eisman,
disagree with this scenario, as
this stock has been on their radar.
They feel that when the housing
market cracks, this bank is more
susceptible to a steep fall than
the Big Five. For example, RBC’s
exposure to housing last year was
18.5 per cent of the bank’s total
assets, while LB’s is about double
that level. That definitely adds to
the risk for this enterprise.
If real estate drops significantly, some chatter is that LB will be
forced to reduce the dividend.
While we do not think that a dividend cut is in the cards, people
avid on the shares should consider this possibility as it is certainly
not implausible.
Also worth considering is that
bank shares were shattered when
the last recession hit. They will
not be immune to a major downturn when the next one arrives.
One potential fly in the ointment that was avoided and
makes these shares more attractive was the settlement of a contract with the 38 per cent of employees who are unionized. A
new agreement was inked at the
end of March, after more than a
year of negotiations. Interestingly, LB is the only North American
bank with a union, a group that
formed in 1967.
There is no question that turning around this ship will take
time. But with a handsome dividend, accompanied by the dividend tax credit, it makes for a
pretty juicy return. Both of us are
counting on this as part of his retirement package. Ideally, there
will be enough of a cash payout
so that we can place the occasional across-the-board wager at
the racetrack.

U.S. STOCKS

U.S. stocks closed higher as reports that U.S. President Donald Trump would hold off on imposing tariffs on imported
cars and parts eased growth concerns, even as economic
data disappointed investors.
All three major U.S. indexes saw their second straight day
of gains after Monday’s steep sell-off, but the S&P 500 remained more than 3 per cent below its all-time high
reached just more than two weeks ago.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 0.45 per cent, the
S&P 500 gained 0.58 per cent and the Nasdaq Composite
added 1.13 per cent.
Ride-hailing rivals Uber Technologies and Lyft saw their
second straight day of gains after their underwhelming
postdebut performances. Their shares advanced 3.3 per cent
and 7 per cent, respectively.
COMMODITIES

Oil futures inched up as the prospect of mounting tensions
in the Middle East hitting global supplies overshadowed an
unexpected build in U.S. crude inventories.
Gold steadied as share markets rose, but concerns about
global economic growth and the U.S.-China trade fight kept
the metal supported near a one-month peak.
FOREX AND BONDS

The Canadian dollar averaged 74.34 US cents, compared
with an average of 74.24 US cents on Tuesday, after Statistics
Canada said the consumer price index posted a year-overyear increase of 2 per cent last month.
The American dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six major currencies, rose 0.06 per
cent, with the euro down 0.04 per cent.
Canadian government bond prices were higher across a
flatter yield curve in sympathy with U.S. Treasuries. The
two-year rose four cents to yield 1.583 per cent and the
10-year climbed 28 cents to yield 1.663 per cent.
Treasury yields fell, with the two-year yield hitting its
lowest in 15 months after the United States reported that
retail sales and industrial output declined in April, raising
expectations the Federal Reserve will cut interest rates this
year.

LAURENTIAN BANK (LB)
CLOSE: $42.29, DOWN 12 ¢

REUTERS, THE CANADIAN PRESS

Favoured valuation metric drives search for U.S. dividend stocks
SEAN PUGLIESE
NUMBER CRUNCHER

CFA, investment portfolio manager
at Wickham Investment Counsel,
helping individuals, families and
other investors

Select S&P 500 dividend stocks
RECENT
PRICE (US$)

MARKET CAP.
(US$BIL)

DIV.
YIELD (%)

DIV.
PAYOUT
RATIO (%)

Seagate Technology PLC
STX-Q
47.57
LyondellBasell Industries NV
LYB-N
81.98
Harley-Davidson Inc.
HOG-N
35.95
Macy's Inc.
M-N
22.70
IBM
IBM-N
135.34
Westrock Co.
WRK-N
37.15
Gap Inc.
GPS-N
24.98
Valero Energy Corp.
VLO-N
81.74
International Paper Co.
IP-N
45.71
AT&T Inc.
T-N
30.38
Western Union Co.
WU-N
19.20
Altria Group Inc.
MO-N
51.99
Verizon Communications Inc.
VZ-N
56.48
Source: Eikon & Wickham Investment Counsel Inc.

13.2
30.4
5.7
7.0
120.0
9.5
9.5
34.1
18.2
221.7
8.3
97.3
233.6

5.3
4.9
4.2
6.7
4.8
4.9
4.0
4.4
4.4
6.7
4.2
6.2
4.3

40.0
36.0
50.2
42.7
53.1
60.0
44.5
50.6
46.1
77.8
40.9
88.9
61.6

COMPANY

TICKER

DEBT/
FCF/
EQUITY (%) EV (%)

289.4
91.5
428.4
73.8
272.8
55.9
35.2
42.0
144.7
95.9
0.0
174.1
212.7

12.1
9.1
8.4
8.4
8.2
8.2
7.6
7.4
7.4
7.3
7.1
7.0
6.2

52WK
EARNS
TOTAL
MOMENTUM
(%) RTN (%)

-10.2
-7.9
-6.8
-2.1
-1.4
-0.7
4.4
-9.1
3.2
0.3
-3.1
-1.3
0.6

-12.3
-24.0
-8.1
-19.0
-1.7
-36.1
-10.1
-26.1
-10.0
1.5
-0.3
-1.9
24.9

earnings are increasing, and viceversa for a negative number.
Lastly, we’ve provided the 52week total return to track recent
performance.
WHAT WE FOUND

reflect safety and stability. All securities listed yield 4 per cent or
more.
Dividend payout ratio is the
dividend payment divided by
earnings. A lower number is preferred and may foreshadow a future dividend hike. We’ve capped
payout at 100 and anything
above could signal the potential
for a cut.
Debt-to-equity is our last safety measure. It is the debt outstanding divided by sharehol-

ders’ equity. A smaller ratio indicates a company has lower levels of debt or leverage. As we like
to tell our clients, it’s difficult to
go bankrupt without owing any
debts.
And now to our valuation
measure, free-cash-flow-to-enterprise-value (FCF/EV): FCF is
the cash left over for investors
after all expenses, reinvestments
and capital expenditures, while
EV is a measure of the company’s value excluding its cash. The

higher the number, the better
the value. All securities must
have a FCF/EV of 6 per cent or
better and our list is sorted on
this metric, from highest to lowest.
We believe free cash flow is
more difficult to manipulate
compared with other accounting
metrics such as earnings.
Earnings momentum is the
change in annual earnings over
the past quarter.
A positive number implies

Gap Inc. and AT&T Inc. score
well across the board for safety
and value. AT&T is the highest
yielding on our list, along with
Macy’s Inc., while Seagate Technology PLC boasts the best value
according to FCF/EV. International Paper Co. and Verizon
Communications Inc. also look
interesting on most measures
but the debt levels are on the
high side.
Verizon and AT&T are the only names with positive shareprice performance over the past
year. They are also two of only
four companies that showed
positive earnings momentum
over the past quarter – Gap and
International Paper being the
others.
Investors should contact an
investment professional or conduct further research before buying any of the securities listed
here.

WSP GLOBAL (WSP-TSX)
CLOSE $72.66, UP $1.48

BADGER DAYLIGHTING (BAD-TSX)
CLOSE $48.28, UP $1.75

TILRAY (TLRY-NASDAQ)
CLOSE US$48.90, UP 16¢

WHEATON PRECIOUS (WPM-TSX)
CLOSE $27.23, DOWN 19¢

BOMBARDIER (BBD-B-TSX)
CLOSE $2, DOWN 5¢

Valuing “predictability” and expecting little movement in interest rates, National Bank Financial
analyst Maxim Sytchev raised his
rating for WSP Global Inc. to
“outperform” from “sector perform.” “All in, in low $70s, we
don’t believe that investors have
to be heroes to buy the shares at
these levels,” he said
Target: Mr. Sytchev raised his target for WSP shares to $79 from
$75. The consensus target on the
Street is $79.23.

In the wake of better-than-anticipated first-quarter results, Industrial Alliance Securities analyst
Elias Foscolos raised his rating for
Badger Daylighting Ltd. to
“hold” from “buy.” “Revenue
growth in the U.S. combined with
labour efficiencies and improved
gross margin led to the beat,” he
said.
Target: His target rose to $45
from $41, which falls below the
consensus of $51.

In response to a 31-per-cent drop
in 2019 (versus a 17-per-cent rise
in the Nasdaq), BMO Nesbitt
Burns analyst Tamy Chen upgraded Tilray Inc. to “market perform” from “underperform,” despite expressing caution over its
production and regulatory approvals both in Europe and the
United States.
Target: Her target for Tilray
shares is now US$50 a share, falling from US$70 and below the
US$78.67 consensus.

Wheaton Precious Metals Corp.
is “back, bigger and better” after
the removal of a significant overhang with the settlement of its
Canadian Revenue Agency tax
dispute, according to Industrial
Alliance Securities analyst George Topping, who initiated coverage of the stock with a “buy”
rating.
Target: Believing Wheaton is
“still discounted, but not for
long,” Mr. Topping set a $35 target. Consensus is $37.61.

Although “some turbulence has
recently returned to the share
price,” Citi analyst Stephen Trent
thinks there’s “no good reason to
question” Bombardier Inc.’s operational turnaround story. “As
the market also seems to be ignoring the global transport segment’s consolidation potential,
investors should be taking a second look at the shares, especially
as they remain relatively underappreciated,” Mr. Trent said.
Target: He maintained a “buy”
rating and $3.40 target. Consensus is $3.85.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

My associate Allan Meyer and I
seek out U.S. dividend payers using our investment philosophy
focused on safety and value, this
time highlighting one of our favourite valuation metrics, freecash-flow-to-enterprise-value.
THE SCREEN

We started with U.S.-listed equities in the S&P 500 index, which
is composed of large-cap names.
Market capitalization is a safety
factor – larger companies tend to
be more stable and diverse.
Dividend yield is the projected
annualized dividend payments
divided by the share price. Many
of our clients love to get paid
while they wait for capital appreciation and dividends generally

EYE ON EQUITIES DAVID LEEDER

